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Queens, NY CoreNet Global New York City Chapter’s (CoreNet NYC) Public Policy Community
recently coordinated a construction tour of the $4 billion Central Terminal Building redevelopment
project that is currently underway at Terminal B at LaGuardia Airport, which gave members a
comprehensive view of the infrastructure upgrades that will ultimately transform the hub into a more
efficient and attractive world-class airport.

Skanska, which is a member of the LaGuardia Gateway Partners consortium coordinating the
redevelopment project, hosted the tour of the 1.3-million s/f Terminal B, which highlighted the
infrastructure upgrades underway to improve the airfield and aircraft taxiways; pedestrian and
vehicle transports; and its physical plant.

Syska Hennessy Group, a CoreNet NYC sponsor, coordinated the tour to help further the chapter’s
mission to advance the practice of corporate real estate professional development opportunities
following a transportation survey this summer, which found that 36% of the chapter’s members
expect to rely more heavily on air transportation in the future.

CoreNet NYC is part of the CoreNet Global organization of 10,000 real estate executives in 50
countries, all of whom are responsible for strategic decision-making regarding the real estate assets
of large corporations. The Chapter’s newly-formed Public Policy Community is focused on
identifying the challenges and investments needed to improve the city’s aging regional infrastructure
and address key employee workplace access needs. 

CoreNet Global New York City Chapter’s mission is to advance innovation and professional
development for the corporate real estate sector, and to serve as a thought leader and forum for
current industry issues. The Chapter’s more than 1,000 members represent corporate end-users
and service providers from New York’s largest publicly held companies at the forefront of real estate
planning, development and innovation, including Fortune 500 companies generating over $1 billion
in annual revenue.
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